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LINKS OF INTEREST… 

Tipster Champions League 
Daily Blog Updates 
Racecards & Ratings 
App For iOS 
App For Android 
BetFan TV 
Become A Tipster 
Become An Affiliate 
Help & Support 
Bet World Reviews 
ZapTips 

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS… 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Google Plus 
Youtube 

TODAY’S SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Lucky 7 Naps 
Win Bet - 13:45 Ayr - Presenting Rose @ 10/1 
Value Wins 
Each Way Bet - 15:40 Ayr - Larry @ 13/2 
Betting Development 
Win Bet - 17:40 Wolverhampton (A.W) - Mythical Madness @ 3/1 

Don't take life too seriously, you 
won't get out alive.   

Today’s free tips are courtesy of Lucky 
7 Naps, Value Wins and Betting 
Development.
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Automated Betting - By Michael Wilding


Automating your betting is the ultimate dream. This is where you setup your betting 
bot in the morning and let it place your bets during the day. You come home in the 
evening and count your profits. In fact it may be that you don’t even have to set it up, 
you just run it on a server remotely and everything else is taken care of, except 
spending the profits!


What could be better?


Unfortunately the reality is not quite that simple and in fact, for most people, 
automating their betting is not something that should be done.


Of course the sales pages of commercial betting bots don’t say this, they show you 
the ideal world where you walk away and come back to a mountain of cash. While 
that can be true, it is for the small majority.


I want to share with you why automating your betting may not be for you, how to 
know when it is something you should be doing and make sure you are aware of the 
risks involved.


If you are currently thinking about using betting bots and taking part in automated 
betting, then there is one question you should ask yourself?


Have you been profitable for a minimum of 6 months to 1 year on the selections you 
want to automate?


If the answer to this question is no, then you shouldn’t be considering using a betting 
bot. A betting bot is a tool, and like any tool it is designed to assist you. If you can’t 
make a profit betting manually, then a betting bot is simply going to speed up how 
quickly you lose your money.


You MUST be profitable before you start to use a betting bot, otherwise how do you 
know what to tell the bot to do!


Betting bots are perfect for when you have a profitable strategy that is now taking you 
some time each day to place the bets on. You then begin to use a betting bot which 
will automate the process of placing your bets and (in some cases) recording the 
results.


This frees up your time so that you can spend it developing more profitable strategies.


At this stage in your betting you will know exactly how your selections perform, their 
ups and downs and the bankroll requirement. You should set up the bot with a small 
bankroll to start with and start using it while still placing your bets manually. This gives 
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you time to learn how to use the software you have chosen and make mistakes. You 
don’t want to make a mistake on your live bankroll and come back to find you have 
lost £500 because you put a tick in the wrong box… and believe me this will happen!


Once you’ve made the mistakes and you have been successfully running the bot 
alongside your manual betting for four to six weeks, you can then move your main 
betting across on to it.


But, there are some things that you must be aware. As with everything, by reducing 
your workload you also add some potential issues. These are more than manageable 
but you should know about them before they appear, not discover them after!


The betting bot can crash.


Betting bots are pieces of software and software can crash. If the software crashes 
then in the best case scenario you have simply missed out on a days betting. In the 
worst case scenario you are left exposed on a bet that would have been closed out 
and it has lost. No commercial software that I am aware of has a built in function to 
send an email or text message when the software crashes so you may want to 
consider investing in a remote computer access app for your phone so you can 
periodically check it is still running if this could affect you.


Your internet connection drops.


Like software, it is also possible for your internet connection to drop and if it does you 
will be in a similar position to above. It is much rarer for this to happen if you run the 
software on a server but the server can still go down.


The software malfunctions.


This is very rare but occasionally software can get confused. This can cause bets to 
be placed on the wrong horses. There is nothing that we can do to safeguard against 
this, it is just something that we must be aware is an outside possibility.


Betting bots can be incredibly powerful tools if used at the right time and correctly. Be 
aware that you need to have a profitable strategy to start using them with and then 
use a small bankroll while you get used to the intricacies of the software and you will 
find them incredibly powerful
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Manchester United Can Still Win The Premier League  


If Manchester United beat Stoke City at Old Trafford tonight and win the match 
against their local rivals at the Emirates the gap between United and City at the top of 
the Premier League table could be just nine points. If City then draw two matches 
there would only be five points separating the sides so City could then lose their last 
two fixtures and United would win the league. City were awful at the back in their loss 
at Liverpool so the championship is not quite done and dusted.


However, there is no margin for error so United must win 16 matches from 16 starts 
over the rest of the league campaign. That process cannot stall tonight or the unlikely 
series of events will not transpire and the slight chink in City’s armour would cause no 
lasting damage. UNITED are 2/9 to win tonight but the best betting option is for them 
to be leading at half time and full time at 4/7 with William Hill. Only maximum points 
would make City’s defeat at Liverpool mean anything in the context of the Premier 
League title. 


The Masters is the most prestigious ranking tournament of the snooker season. There 
is a 16 player draw and all matches up to and including the semi-finals are best of 11 
frames while the final is best of 19. There are 15 matches in total and over the last 
three years there have been 28, 26 and 26 centuries Marcu Fu has made the highest 
break in three of the last four years and recorded most centuries (6) in the tournament 
last year. However, Ronnie O’Sullivan was the champion in 2014, 2016 and 2017. Fu 
is comfortable at the Alexandra Palace venue but O’SULLIVAN is the player to back in 
the outright winner market at 5/2 with Ladbrokes. 


There are typical Monday jumps meetings at Ayr and Plumpton and only one of the 12 
races across both cards has total prize money of more than £10,000. However, there 
is 19 grand up for grabs in the long distance All-Weather Championship qualifier at 
Wolverhampton (6.40pm). Top rated WATERSMEET is tipped to beat Frontiersman 
with a three pound weight allowance which could be crucial in the final reckoning and 
win this race. The selection can be backed at 9/2 with Betfair.
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